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Terri C. Smith

The House Arrest exhibition is born of a winding narrative surrounding personal
curatorial interests and public political events. It includes my ongoing interest in
how the domestic is treated in contemporary art and my more recent curiosity about
the roles of artists in the Occupy Wall Street movement. I have been interested in
how exhibitions and artists approach the domestic for a few years. In 2009, shortly
after the first rupture in the U.S. mortgage crisis, I curated an exhibition called

House Project in Westport. It was comprised of local artists and the art/objects they
collect. The two-day exhibition was mounted in an unoccupied mansion. This
venture is where I first met Nate Heiges and Alex da Corte who were then MFA
students at Yale. They are also included in House Arrest. During the three years since
the pop up mansion exhibition, I have made mental notes of artists who take the
domestic beyond an ironic or formalized approach to interior design—artists who
complicate the familiar and create unease via the ordinary objects we incorporate
into our houses, offices, and portable abodes such as cars, campers, etc.
Using the domestic in an uneasy way finds its way in and out of art history.
Eighteenth Century European still lifes often included dying flowers, rotting fruit
and dead birds that indicated the cycle of life among other things. In the early
twentieth century, modernists such as Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque fractured
the still life in their earliest Cubist paintings, as if one were viewing objects through
a kaleidoscope or prism. At about the same time the French, Dada artist Marcel
Duchamp brought common objects—a shovel, a urinal (signed), and sugar cubes
(made of marble)—into traditional exhibition settings. Most historians concur
this was his way of challenging existing art world assumptions about what fine
art and exhibitions could be. In House Arrest, Taliesin’s curated shop extends this
questioning of what makes an “ordinary” object worthy of being included in an
exhibition. What happens when the act of exhibiting objects is not laden with
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identifiers from art history, the art market, or art criticism? (See his interview with

Bodhi Landa for more on that). In contemporary art, it was largely feminist works
from the 1960s and 1970s that harnessed the domestic. This time the critiques were

less about the art world and “universal” experiences (aka birth, aging, death) and
more about women’s relationships to life and politics. With much feminist work

from this period, the spaces, objects and roles—largely domestic—that limited
women’s opportunities became symbolic media (materials) for artistic expressions
that articulated frustrations, offered alternatives, and highlighted injustices.

My fascination with domestic unease in contemporary art became coupled with

the Occupy Wall Street movement one year ago via events in Zuccotti Park. (See
Lisa A. Porter’s essay for more on this). I found myself very intrigued and inspired.
The spontaneous emergence of the community at Zuccotti Park and the structural

examples of larger societal systems being reinvented was very exciting to me. Via
Bard College’s MFA list, I discovered through emails that a number of artists

associated with my alma mater were becoming involved in OWS. While it was a
virtual and voyeuristic experience, reading their emails presented me with a range

of discussions that included the movement’s philosophical complexities, a Zuccotti

Park slumber party (see David Horvitz’s Life. Drawing. project in House Arrest), and

up-to-the-minute emails from mobile devices as the park was being dismantled in
late February, 2012. These were caring, smart, talented people creating pragmatic
and paradigm-shifting strategies to re-imagine how we structure our personal
priorities and environments as well as our societal organizations and systems.

Soon, I found the domestic and the protest began to intertwine in my mind. It
got me thinking about the mix of private and public and the blurring of the two

that became highlighted with Zuccotti Park. This phenomenon was thoughtfully
considered in Ariella Azoulay’s ArtForum article “A Civil State of Emergency,”
where she notes, “Indeed, the very fact of crowds carrying out in the open activities

that usually take place in the intimacy of the home—sleeping, doing the dishes,
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preparing foods, etc.—radically disrupts the relations between these two spheres.”

Informed by this, House Arrest takes on ideas of public and private in the realm of

domestic objects and situations as they float between our homes, workplaces, public

spaces, and more. More specifically, it pivots on two essential questions: “How do

domestic objects impact and reflect our feelings about home, shared public spaces,

T

ES
and temporary sites such as those of recent protests?” “Does changing the context of
an ordinary object bring new meanings that can include critique, alternative value
systems, and even revolt?” Perspectives range from the nuclear family to bodies of
government. With House Arrest, the practical and the poetic, the private and the
public, the familiar and the disquieting intersect through a variety of juxtapositions
that include everyday domestic objects like curtains and toys, common materials
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such as sidewalk concrete, and glimpses into familiar activities such as the family
road trip or alternative living situations like off-the-grid train hoppers who
crisscross the United States via rail.

With an exhibition that posits alternative perspectives on the social structures we
create—ranging from our own homes to our libraries, governments, and political

protests—it’s important to not jump to any conclusions or posit a single theory. In

artist Andrea Fraser’s essay for the Whitney Biennial catalog, she discusses art’s

unique position as an enterprise that at once critiques and willingly participates in
the very economic and cultural structures it resists. Fraser writes:

From this perspective it would seem that the apparent

contradictions between the critical and political claims of art
and its economic conditions are not contradictions at all but

rather attest to the vitality of the art world as a site of critique and
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contestation, as these practices develop in scope and complexity

to confront the challenges of globalization, neoliberalism, postFordism, new regimes of spectacle, the debt crisis, right-wing
populism, and now historic levels of inequality.

T

If Andrea Fraser is correct, the artists and curators (of show, shop and publications)
involved in this exhibition are inevitably connected to the money and social power
associated with the art world, yet actively resist its control and authority by using

ES

strategies such as humble, everyday materials, ephemerality, and critique to make
their art. House Arrest is in a not-for-profit art space not in the world, some of the
objects it exhibits are borrowed from commercial galleries and private donors fund
the show. Much like the people in Sean Hemmerle’s photo of Zuccotti Park, there
is a tension in the mix of a political community and individuality in House Arrest.
Perhaps an effective shorthand description of the exhibition is that while House
Arrest cannot escape being “in it,” the exhibition features a variety of works that
resist being “of it.” If Fraser is correct, House Arrest’s organizers and participants

cannot exist in a utopic vacuum, but art and exhibition are specially positioned to
provide unique perspectives of existing systems while also proposing new, imagined
approaches to exchanges in our individual and shared environments.
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Bodhi Landa & Taliesin:
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AN

BODHI

INTERVIEW

L A N D A : To begin with, how would you describe your occupation?

What is it that you do?
T A L I E S I N : I’m not really sure I have something that I do yet, or if I ever
want there to be some singular thing that I do. I like to play in the intersection of
digital networks and physical spaces. The dominant ideologically driven discourse
of correct living is such obviously limiting shit, but so much of what is placed in
opposition to it is equally complacent. I try to avoid that infinite regress of criticism
while acknowledging the realities of an inescapable dialectic.
The goal is always to explore and create spaces of radical departure from this tired
back and forth. There’s such an expectation these days of the global elite that we
can all just do and make everything. That open space of opportunity, combined with
the immediacy of recognition through social media, incentivizes simplified work.
Unfortunately for the deeply networked global creative classes there is a libidinal
reward for sharing the concepts of projects without ever doing the real work. When
everything is reduced to 72dpi resolution a proposal can have as much traction, or
more, than the completed project. For me personally it’s hard to avoid the frenzied
loop of shallow consumption, fleeting praise and concomitant baseline of jealousy
and resentment of the imagined lives of others. It’s the perfect environment for a
toxic celebrity culture to gestate.
Yet, as global mono-culture creeps, there are these amazing eddies in the flow of
capital, technology and media where really interesting work is being done. So I’ve
been drawn into microcosm like Nigerian Yahooze culture, piracy networks in
Tepito, and the kids using Ramelzee’s Gothic Futurism to code protocols for quad
rotor drones.
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One unexpected result of forced obsolescence is that access to the second latest
generations of tech become fairly universal. Ghetto ingenuity insures that this

gear is getting flexed in radical new directions constantly. Innovation flowing from

limitation is universal.

The nebulous media environment we inhabit provokes a generalist approach

that I want to actively counter. I am trying to learn new technical skills and

better understand what mastery and excellence mean in an outsourced, DIY-ascommercial-product era. The primary activities I find fulfillment from touch on

sustained research, exploration, and denying dominant economic models of

resource allocation. If a project takes more than ten steps you are sure you’ll learn

something doing it. Beyond Digital, the global artist residency and research program
I co-founded in 2011, was my first major step towards creating an alternative model
of consumption and collaboration. Our first project, a month long residency of six

artists in Casablanca didn’t translate into a ton of immediate Internet attention or
financial reward, but I learned so much more through completing that project than
composing 2,432 tweets last year.

B L : As a Watson Fellow, you spent the last year traveling with research money that
enforced a strict no return home rule that precluded you going anywhere you had
ever visited previously. After this experience, you mustn’t be a stranger to making

yourself at home in strange places. Could you talk a bit about how your year abroad
impacted your understanding of what constitutes domestic life? How did you go
about making ad hoc homes in foreign places? What sorts of objects did you invest

with domestic significance? In what sorts of environments did you feel most at home?
T : Travelling with a research grant is a tremendous privilege. It’s full of paradoxes

about false scarcity. Self-induced pain and suffering are deeply interesting to me.

Thrashing as a habit. I think everyone who travels a lot develops routines that allow
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non-places and other spaces to take on some fixed domestic aspects. Whether it’s
those neck pillows on a plane or the crystal and gold pyramids that I carry, everyone

ritualizes travel to keep some level of continuity. Peanut butter and jelly sandwiches,
candles, and Santa Muerte charms are my tactics to deny the strangeness of place.
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Travel is always about our management of rupture and these objects and routines
smuggle intimacy into the most inhospitable spaces.

B L : Observing your work as a DJ, an A&R executive for Dutty Artz, a designer,
an artist, and a domestic cohabitator (my roommate) over the years, I have seen a
unique and uncanny aptitude for object selection and presentation. Can you talk a

bit about your practice as a selector, and how you went about choosing the objects

when you were invited by Franklin Street Works to curate a café shop for the House
Arrest exhibition?
T:

I’m just so bugged out right now about being a citizen of the United

States of America. Between drone strikes on funerals, unyielding violence
against women’s bodies through regressive lawmaking, the school-to-prison

pipeline, and the privatization of privacy, I am freaking the fuck out daily.
I oscillate between total media overload and media fasting. Social networks and
news media mostly just echo my own insecurities. This set of objects came about

from meditating on the continued absurdity of ideology in American identity

formation. When you can buy an I Love You Rose crack pipe at the 7-11 and the
NYPD are doing ongoing surveillance on Muslim elementary schools, something

is deeply and fundamentally wrong. All of these objects (in the House Arrest shop)

reflect a duality or unease in domestic space. I hope this fairly juvenile set of objects
can edge into the more complex code-switching and cultural fluency increasingly
required if you want to have interactions with anyone outside of the data mined
subset you fall into.

B L : How do you understand the economics of this piece? Offering these things
for sale to an art world public seems to position them, ontologically, in a curious

middle ground between simple quotidian paraphernalia and complex readymade

art object. It is by virtue of their having been chosen by you that they differ from
their commercially available counterparts, and yet, their actual monetary value is
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the same. How does the application of your selection process alter the value of these
objects? Or does it at all?

T : I don’t have much to contribute to theories about how the market value of
art necessarily deteriorates art into a pure form of commodity consumption/

T

production. I’ll leave that to Henny Youngman and other prescient critics. Pricing
everything at cost for this installation removes the added value of curation from
the pieces and returns the viewer/purchaser to mundane choices of acquisition and

ES

availability. My time spent selecting and finding each object becomes an excess or
gift. When I sell my collages, sculpture and paintings, I price them based not on
any idea of market value but on the very personal value that I place on each object.
I price things based on how much I am willing to part with them. To an outsider
these prices might appear inflated or irregular, but to me, each object is priced at

its exact use value. All of my objects live in my life and I have never made anything
just to sell it. This collection, however, is explicitly about denying the translation of
my labor’s aura into real value.
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Lisa A. Porter, April 5, 2012

In February 2012, I traveled to New York City for a business trip. One morning, I walked
against the incoming flow of workers from my hotel in Lower Manhattan to Zuccotti

Park. I had been asked to write about the Occupy Wall Street movement from a material

culture studies perspective, and wanted to see the actual space for myself. Weeks of
studying photographs and reading essays did not prepare me for the severe rectangular

space and its inhospitable feeling. Sunken below the street, the park rests in a canyon of
office towers and looks as unlikely a spot for camping to be possible. The sharp-edged

benches and strong linear elements stood in sharp contrast from the images of rounded
tents and soft sleeping bags pictured during its occupation. There were several officers

patrolling the space and a police watchtower in one corner. How had this space gone
from rather boring urban plaza to thriving community to demilitarized zone in such a

short span? And what would be the legacy of that cycle in how we view protest in America?
Material culture scrutinizes the relationship between people and things. An object may

provide insights into the unspoken philosophy of a person and their culture at a point

in time. It may reveal ideas that were not captured in a written record, or in some cases,
give evidence when no written records survive. For example, a necklace or spear will tell

us more about the military kings of Babylon than just the praising inscriptions surviving

on a stone tablet. For those people not of the stature of kings, objects are often the only
physical record of their passing existence in this world.

A cursory glance shows that lack of written records will not be a problem for future study

of Occupy Wall Street. The volume of words and photographs proves overwhelming with

blogs, articles, essays, and theories throughout the Internet and in print media. Even
the majority of images feature words as the majority of protesters’ portraits include their
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handcrafted signs. The cardboard signs relate to the material culture of past protest
movements which have left a similar cache of banners, buttons, and sashes. Sifting

through all of those images and videos, however, it soon becomes evident that one object
dominates the physical appearance of this movement, the tent.

The tent seems to be an unusual form for protest. A soft, lightweight object held

T

together by poles and ropes, tents can be easily crushed or trampled. The tent gives
only temporary shelter and only preserves life for short periods of time. It collapses and
moves, coming out when needed and allowing for a person to move easily and quickly.

ES

How does such an impermanent object play to a group of people looking for permanent,
substantial change?
Yet the tent has a long heritage of space occupation, population migrations, and social
change. The movement of invading troops becomes possible through tent structures.
The great castle sieges of medieval Europe and the mobile battle of the American
Civil War share images of masses of men and arms sheltered in fleeting canvas cities.
Protest movements have embraced these military aspects of tents and tent cities for many
centuries. This attempt by people searching for social change to take over a space with
a temporary city is not a new phenomenon. Tent cities have proven effective tools in the
past, especially when people have felt that their needs are being ignored. In American
history, tent cities developed after the American Revolution and have often been used by
war veterans in several decades.1

In our modern times, protest camping became central to several movements notably
those surrounding environmental and political or social concerns. In 2011, the Arab
Spring movements effectively used tent cities to take over spaces and push revolutionary
change. This was followed by encampments in Israel focused on social and economic
change. By the start of OWS, the modern image of large-scale camps overtaking both
privately and publicly owned space in major cities had become common.
The choice of a camp compared to a mass march or picket line presents both benefits
and potential disadvantages to a protest event. Time is the greatest achievement.
Like a medieval siege, the establishment of a site-specific force shifts the dialogue away
from one between two opponents and toward an endurance-oriented standoff —who will
move first and who can outlast the other. For the protesters, lengthening the event pushed
momentum in the public media especially in an age of rapid news cycles. It forced the

1 For more Reading on tents and protests: The History of Tent Cities And Protest Movements, http://
comfortcommunity.wordpress.com/2011/10/19/the-history-of-tent-cities-and-protest-movements/
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opposition, in this case the owners of the park and the city of New York, to determine

the next move while creating a higher level of tension in the interactions of protestors,
authorities, and local community members.

Transforming from a temporary park protest to an encampment generated ramifications
in the movement itself. At its start, the OWS movement used small, individually purchased
tents to provide shelter resulting in no uniformity of color or shape. As time moved from

fall to winter, the group used its governing structure to appropriate money for a few
larger, military tents that could prevent hypothermia and offer more communal spaces.

These larger tents loomed over the smaller tents and the change in physicality quickly
became noted among occupiers. Some implied that the settlement now seemed more
permanent while others disparaged attempts at town planning. This notion of need

seemed to be acknowledged by several participants who, in interviews, saw the change
of tents as one of the biggest shifts in the park’s atmosphere. In several of the November

interviews by the New York Observer’s Drew Grant, people acknowledged the necessity of
these tents but did not like the effect on the group dynamic. One interviewee, Minister
Romall Small explained:

Well when I first got here, there were no tents. So now the tents are

here, and they definitely change the whole atmosphere. It changes

the physical dynamics: without the tents, the sea of humanity
was more visible; more touchable. Now with the tents there are
barriers. But they (the tents) are totally necessary.2

Zak Vreeland also commented on how the movement had changed:

With the tents now it’s a little strange. You can’t walk through
anything. There’s all these dead ends and secret places. The

whole middle over there is like a mysterious hobo Hobbit land. At
night it’s almost creepy. Obviously it’s much more comfortable for
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people, but it’s very difficult to walk around.

2 Quotes from protestors originate from: Drew Grant, “40 Portraits from Occupy Wallstreet” Tent City.” The
New York Observer (November 10, 2011), retrieved from http://www.observer.com/2011/11/portraits-fromoccupy-wall-street-tent-city-slideshow/#slide6

T

From September to November the encampment morphed from a protest site with some
small tents designed for immediate needs to a small village considering urban planning
ideas and building a larger, more permanent infrastructure. The amount of material

ES

goods began to increase as the concept of living through a winter took priority. The
addition of stronger tents and even a street structure pointed to the emergence of a more
concrete community. This phenomenon presented a fascinating interplay of objects and
people as OWS evolved.
The layered changes of Zuccotti park are reminiscent of the natural phenomenon
scientists call “ecological succession.” With ecological succession, ecosystems can be
born through the accretion of materials. It may begin with a bit of dirt trapped in a
crevice of granite rock. As more soil accumulates, a windblown grass seed will find the

patch of dirt and sprout. That root system will hold more dirt making it a better home
to more seeds. The new system gathers momentum as more grass grows, holding more
soil and nutrients in place. Now a larger shrub can grow there and over time a tree. Thus
areas change from rock or desert into full blown forests.
In Zuccotti Park, I wonder if we saw the beginning of a political or cultural ecological
succession. Over time, pictures and interviews show the community shifting from a
toehold in the granite park but then expanding via additional objects such as generators,
bicycle power stations, laptops, and sleeping pads. A library grew into existence. Streets
and alleys became defined and a map issued. If left for more time, perhaps more
complex systems would have developed and more objects would have been added.
Would a fully functioning village pop up in Manhattan? And at what point was the site
no longer seen as temporary camp but as a home? As police moved to clear the park,
reporters recorded that some protesters attempted to set up barricades and defenses.
Other reports indicated that many called out that the camp was their home.
On the morning of my visit, no evidence remained of that home—no tents, sleeping
pads, or cardboard signs. Scrubbed to immaculate cleanliness, Zuccotti Park returned
to a stone plaza serving as a diagonal cut-through for commuters. Although the protest
camp proved to be fleeting in the face of a stronger civil authority, that image of contrast
between soft, temporary tents and concrete skyscrapers may come to be an enduring
symbol of movement and change within our larger society.
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HECTOR

ARCE- ESPASAS

Sheltering Sky, 2009
Canvas, paint, futon
Courtesy of the artist
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CAPE

A Small Gathering of Utopian Benches, 2011-12
Shaker from South Union, KY;

Harmony Society from Old Economy Village;
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Society of True Inspiration in Amana
Courtesy of the artist and

Murray Guy Gallery, New York

Special thanks for the assistance of “Old Economy Village, Pennsylvania Historical
and Museum Commission” and the “Amana Heritage Society”
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DA

CORTE

Sugar Belly Staff, 2011
Gold foil paper, resin, broom
Courtesy of the artist and Joe Sheftel Gallery, New York
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CORTE

La Morte Des Amants

(Death of Lovers), 2011
Video

Courtesy of the artist and Joe Sheftel Gallery, New York
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Acid Jeans, 2011
Jeans, spray glitter
Courtesy of the artist and Joe Sheftel Gallery, New York
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ELIZ ABETH

DEM AR AY

Whatever’s Left, 2012

Special Project for Franklin Street Works
Upholstered rubble

Courtesy of the artist
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DEM AR AY

Documentation of The Nike Missile Cozy Project
at the Headlands Historic Nike Missile Site
Inkjet print in frame
Courtesy of the artist
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All works by S T U A R T

E L S T E R are part of

the Transformers series and are courtesy of the artist.
Individual Works:

Transformer—Blink #3, 2012
Security envelope

Transformer—Blink #2, 2012
Security envelope

Transformer—Blink #1, 2012
Security envelope

Cabin, 2011
Oil on canvas

Transformer—Binocular,#3, 2012
Security envelope

Transformer—Binocular,#2, 2012
Security envelope

Transformer—Binocular,#1, 2012
Security envelope
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M ARLEY

FREEM AN

Various Paintings, 2012
Acrylic on Photographs

Special Project for Franklin Street Works and for zine by andreview with
Franklin Street Works Press
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Living in the Fridge, 2010
Video
Running time 5:00 minutes
Courtesy of the artist
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NATE

HEIGES

Sleepless Nights, 2012

Special project for Franklin Street Works
Mattress, latex, paint, velvet
Courtesy of the artist
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SEAN

HEM MERLE

Zuccotti Park, 12 October 2011, New York, NY
Photograph projected onto sheet
Courtesy of the artist
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HEWIT T

Untitled #3 from Drying Flowers with

32

Microwaves, May 10, 2010, 2010

Digital pigment print on cotton rag paper
mounted to aluminum
Edition 2 of 3

Courtesy of the Artist and Laurel Gitlen, New York
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HEWIT T

Untitled #1 from Drying Flowers with
Microwaves, May 8, 2010, 2010
Digital pigment print on cotton rag paper
mounted to aluminum
48 x 39 inches
Edition 1 of 3
Courtesy of Laurel Gitlen, New York
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R ACHEL

HIGGINS

Don’t Worry About Buildings and Food, Part 2, in 5 Parts, 2012
Salvaged Styrofoam and synthetic stucco/cerastone
Courtesy of the artist
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HORVIT Z

Life. Drawing. October 30, 2011
Horvitz invited friends to come to “meet
under the big red thing” in Zuccotti Park and
draw what they saw.
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HORVIT Z

My Grandma’s Recipes, 2011
Limited edition artist book
Design: Honza Zamojski

Publisher: Morava Books
Courtesy of the artist
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JACKSON

HUTCHINS
Sun Valley Road Trip, 2006 – 07
Video
Courtesy of the artist and Laurel Gitlen, New York
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JUSTINE

KURL AND

After Darius Kinsey, 2010
C-print

Courtesy of Mitchell Innes & Nash, New York
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ROLU
Modular Bookshelves, 2012
Designed to be taken apart and carried,
great for portable protest libraries!

On the shelves:
1) Books some of the House Arrest artists
have been reading lately
2) Print-on-demand publication by Triple Canopy
3) Piggy Banks “Teeny” and “Winnie,”
Helen Zajkowski
Courtesy of the ROLU design studio
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M ARTHA

ROSLER

Lounging Woman, 2004
Photomontage

Courtesy of Mitchell Innes & Nash, New York
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ROSLER

Lounging Woman, 2004
Photomontage
Courtesy of Mitchell Innes & Nash, New York
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HEATHER

ROWE

The Light Left Behind, 2011

Sheetrock, wood, light, wallpaper,
mirror, carpet, moulding

Courtesy of the artist and D’Amelio Gallery, New York
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PENELOPE

UMBRICO

Bed Role, 2006
Video
Courtesy of the artist
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SE

YOUNG

Artist Book

Special Project for Franklin Street Works

Published by Dominica & Franklin Street Works Press
Courtesy of the artist and Dominica
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HELEN

Z AJKOWSKI

Teeny and Winnie, 2012
Mixed media
Courtesy of the artist
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Exhibition Curated by Terri C. Smith
Zines Curated by David Horvitz

Pop Up Shop Curated by Taliesin

Catalog Design by Maura M. Frana

41 Franklin St.

Stamford, CT 06901

www.franklinstreetworks.org

